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The Disney Cruise Line's unique facilities and programs &#151; along with its hallmark, first-class

customer service &#151; mean full ships and happy cruisers. The 2010 edition of Jennifer and Dave

Marx's guide offers an unprecedented level of detail about the Disney Line and its ports, including

in-depth coverage of the lineÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s 2010 Special Mediterranean and Northern European

itineraries and stopovers. It's all here, from menus to detailed deck plans, daily activities to shore

excursions and extensive port-of-call coverage. Nearly 100 original photographs and more than 20

maps, charts, and worksheets help cruisers make the most of their experience.
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This is a nice little book if you are planning a Disney cruise. I bought this book in advance of

booking a Disney cruise and, based on the reviews of the shore excursions decided to wait a year

or two before taking my family. I discovered that most of the exciting shore excursions are targeted

and older and taller children and that we would get more bang for our bucks in a few years. Disney

cruises are very expensive and if we take one, I want to do it right. I am very grateful that I

purchased this book before spending a lot of money, and am very much looking forward to a

vacation in the future.



This book is very helpful about telling you some little secrets that Disney does not adverise and real

people give reviews on everything there is to know about Disney. Love that about the book. Will

purchase the next edition.

Don't leave on a Disney Cruise without it! Be sure to get it to help plan your cruise. Invalable

information, it answers the questions you have.

Usually I'm an Unofficial Guide user, but I'd heard such glowing reviews of the Passporter books for

DCL cruising, I thought I'd give it a try. This guide has been amazingly helpful in planning our first

DCL vacation. It explains the ins and out of cruising, both onboard and ashore. It talks about

traveling to the port, the terminal, the ports of call, Castaway Cay, dining, onboard entertainment,

the children's areas, the adults only areas, pretty much everything you'll need to get started and

organized. My only complaint is that it really doesn't have much information on the Dream, however

they're already working on the next edition. If you're cruising on the Magic or Wonder in the next 6

months I'd definitely grab this edition. For us, we'll be on the Dream, so I'll be pre-ordering the next

edition as soon as it's available. Highly recommended!

Our family of four is taking our first Disney cruise in December and I found this PassPorters guide to

be an excellent resource! The book included a brief chapter on every port of call and did not limit

itself to activities sponsored by Disney, but also presented some options for exploring the ports

yourself (and thus saving some serious bucks! Comprehensive packing lists, insider tips, and

helpful internet links have made this a go-to guide for me. I have already read the book

cover-to-cover twice and intend to bring it with us on our trip. Highly recommend.

We just got back from our cruise, and can say the PassPorters guide was a real help. It was very

thorough and accurate. This was our first cruise, and the guide was very helpful in preparing us for

this trip. Well worth the money.
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